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Balancing Healthcare Needs
Amidst a Pandemic

7th July, 2020

Coronavirus Cases
India

Confirmed
723,195

Recovered
441,733

Deaths
20,201

Global

Confirmed
11,780,521

Recovered
6,775,477

Deaths
541,775

*Figures as on 7 July, 2020

Highlights

The pandemic has overhauled healthcare systems around
the world and India, with the second largest population in
the world is hit hard. As the country takes a tough stance
on testing, ensuring there is enough supply of masks and
essential medicines, what seems to be missing here is the
focus on the non-Covid patients. With India getting back
on its feet as lockdowns relax further, India must implement
strategies that promise holistic and balanced healthcare.
Read More

As per the latest date released by the
government, India's total number of
coronavirus cases and fatalities per
million population is among the “lowest
in the world”. Even with India crossing a
7 lakh-mark, the number of COVID-19
cases per million population is 505.37,
against the global average of 1,453.25.
Read More
Even as 239 scientists wrote to the World
Health Organisation citing that airborne
transmission is possible, the WHO may
have a different stand on the subject.
Let’s take a look at what it means to the
world.
Read More

Policy Matters
India is all set to start human trials on its
Experts Express Worry Over Covid-19 Testing Data
second possible vaccine against coronaEven as the government relaxes the lockdowns and gets
virus—ZyCoV-D. The trials are expected
tough on the testing front, many epidemiologists are raising
to be conducted on 1,000 volunteers.
concerns over the insufficiency on COVID-19 data, shared
Read More
by the health ministry, state governments and the Indian
Council of Medical Research (ICMR). Experts believe that
this could be a dent in the fight against the pandemic. Media reports suggest that while “ICMR gives information on the total number of tests done the previous day along with the cumulative figure, it lacks state-wise
break-up of the numbers.” Let’s take a closer look at how this could impede progress.
Read More
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Learning from the Pandemic
The pandemic has taught us many tough lessons. From
understanding the deeper need to preserve nature to
looking closely into the investment the GDP to health
demands, and the concept of globalisation in the modern
world, India has a great learning curve to flatten. The good
news, however, is that we are making progress on many
fronts, and there is a long way to go.
Read More

On the Global Front

Highlights
As coronavirus continues to hit Karnataka with the numbers of patients soaring, the doctors in Bengaluru are deliberating on the need for the state government to focus on providing more
enhanced
contact-tracing,
more
oxygen beds, ventilators and Intensive
Care Unit (ICU) facilities.
Read More
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First time in a Century: Australia Closes Border Between
Victoria & New South Wales
Happening for the first time in 100 years, Australia will be
putting a travel permit system in place as it closes the
borders between Victoria and New South Wales, which has
55 roads frequented by students, road freight and commuters. As things stand, the officials are scrambling with the
issue of issuing permits to daily commuters.
Read More

On Jul 5 Active cases-25000 In hospital-15301 In Covid care centre-7869 In
Covid health centre-544 Remaining out of
active cases-about 2300 Can't govt offer
free services at home to 2300 people so
they don't pay for these overrated 'packages' offered by pvt hospitals?
Rema Nagarajan
@RemaNagarajan

As #COVID19 continues to overwhelm
health services, @MoHFW_INDIA writes
to states asking them to focus on #Mentalhealth. Urban residents more prone,
says secy Preeti Sudan in letter #mentalhealthisimportant
Abantika ghosh
@abantika77
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